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1 Sample composition
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Panel 1
(Lucid)

Panel 1
(Mturk)

Panel 2
(Mturk)

Panel 3
(Lucid)

Panel 4
(Mturk)

Panel 5
(Lucid)

Panel 6
(Mturk)

Panel 7
(Lucid)

n 2,321 2,090 2,059 2,390 2,582 2,200 1,599 2,388

Date Commenced 9/25 9/25 10/8 10/16 10/24 10/29 11/2 11/12
Date Concluded 9/29 9/25 10/8 10/20 10/25 11/3 11/2 11/22

Gender Female 53 54 51 54 50 53
Male 47 46 49 46 50 47

Race

White 71 56 64 72 69 72 70 70
Hispanic 10 24 19 11 12 12 15 13
Black 10 14 10 9 9 9 9 10
Asian 6 4 5 4 7 4 4 4
Other 3 3 2 4 2 4 2 3

Age
18-34 25 43 41 26 40 30 46 31
35-50 30 38 40 30 37 29 39 31
51-65 26 15 15 27 17 25 13 22
>65 18 4 4 17 5 15 2 16

Education
HSD or less 24 6 9 27 11 28 11 25
Some college 27 16 22 26 25 25 23 29
BA degree 28 46 43 29 38 28 42 24
Grad. educ 22 32 25 18 25 20 24 22

Income
<$40k 40 35 34 44 33 40 33 39
$40-80k 29 46 43 28 39 30 43 30
$80-120k 15 13 16 14 18 13 16 16
>$120k 16 6 8 14 10 17 8 16

Party
Democrat 45 44 49 44 55 43 50 51
Independent 14 4 6 15 8 14 7 13
Republican 41 52 45 41 37 44 42 36

Region
Northeast 22 22 22 24
South 39 39 39 38
Midwest 19 20 19 18
West 20 18 20 20

Table 1: Sample composition by panel. The top row reports the count of respondents. Subsequent rows report dates, and then
percentages within each covariate group.
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2 Time spent with treatments

Figure 1 shows the average number of seconds spent with the misinformation and fact check

treatments, split out by measures of personality, cognition, political interest, and party affilia-

tion. Subjects who differ on these dimensions spend similar amounts of time with misinforma-

tion treatments, but differing levels of time with the fact check treatments. In the main text, we

argue that this difference in time spent is a good explanation for the pattern of heterogeneity in

effects on beliefs.
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Figure 1: Time spent with treatments

We show that a similar pattern holds when splitting the misinformation type into misinfor-

mation in the form of a social media post versus misinformation in the form of a news article.

Articles take more time to read than social media posts, and a similar pattern of who is willing

to engage with the treatments emerges. Those who are high on openness, emotional stability,

conscientiousness, and agreeableness spend more time than those who are low on these traits
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with the misinformation treatments when they are articles, but not when they are social media

posts.
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Figure 2: Time spent with treatments, by misinformation type



3 Timing of fielding and fact-check traffic

Figure 3: Traffic over time
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4 Balance figures

In this section, we demonstrate that randomization produced experimental groups that have

similar average values of pre-treatment characteristics. We show this in two ways. First, we

regress each covariate on the condition indicators, separately for each survey and fact check.

Figures 4, 5, 6 display the coefficient estimates.These regressions return p-values below 0.05 in

42 of 816 opportunities, for a rate of 5.1%, almost exactly the rate of statistical significance we

would expect under the null of randomization. If we apply the Benjamini-Hochberg multiple

comparisons correction to these p-values, none remains significant.

Second, we conduct a joint test of whether, together, the pretreatment covariates predict

treatment assignment. Since treatment assignment can take on three levels, we use a multi-

nomial logistic regression and obtain the p-value from the appropriate likelihood ratio test.

Figure 7 shows the p-values from this procedure. We obtain raw p-values below 0.05 in 2 of 24

opportunities. When we apply the Benjamini-Hochberg multiple comparisons correction, none

remain significant.

Taken together, these balance tests serve as confirmation that the experimental design per-

formed as expected in the sense of generating experimental groups that appear similar on ob-

servable pre-treatment covariates.
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5 Attrition check

Not every subject who was randomly assigned responded to our outcome questions and not

every subject who was invited to take follow-up surveys did so. In this section, we assess

whether our treatments affected response.

Figure 8 shows the estimated effects of our treatments on response at wave 1, wave 2,

and wave 3, separately by panel and fact check. We obtain 3 significant differences out of

108 opportunities, none of which remain significant when we apply the Benjamini-Hochberg

correction.

This analysis gives us confidence that our treatments did not change whether subjects re-

sponded to our outcome questions, at least on average.
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6 Regression tables

Table 1: Average treatment effects at Wave 1 among all subjects
Topic Panel Covariates? Average Effect of Misinformation versus Control Average Effect of Correction versus Misinformation

GOP voters’ pens invisible to voting machines Panel 7 (Lucid) no 12.97 (2.01) [16.91, 9.03] -10.88 (2.10) [-14.99, -6.77]
GOP voters’ pens invisible to voting machines Panel 7 (Lucid) yes 12.44 (1.84) [16.06, 8.83] -11.27 (1.94) [-15.07, -7.48]
USPS fails to deliver 27% of mail ballots in South FL Panel 7 (Lucid) no 4.63 (1.89)* [8.34, 0.92] -14.40 (2.01) [-18.35, -10.46]
USPS fails to deliver 27% of mail ballots in South FL Panel 7 (Lucid) yes 3.08 (1.80) [6.61, -0.46] -12.39 (1.88) [-16.09, -8.70]
Wisconsin has more votes than registered voters Panel 7 (Lucid) no 7.91 (2.03)* [11.88, 3.93] -12.74 (2.07) [-16.79, -8.68]
Wisconsin has more votes than registered voters Panel 7 (Lucid) yes 8.06 (1.83) [11.65, 4.48] -12.02 (1.92) [-15.80, -8.25]
Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) no -2.80 (3.40) [3.87, -9.47] -7.02 (3.41)* [-13.70, -0.33]
Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) yes -1.84 (2.77) [3.59, -7.27] -4.71 (2.71) [-10.03, 0.62]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) no -8.94 (2.96)* [-3.13, -14.75] 0.44 (3.20) [-5.84, 6.73]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) yes -5.93 (2.44)* [-1.14, -10.72] -3.37 (2.60) [-8.46, 1.73]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) no -4.30 (3.05) [1.68, -10.28] -21.81 (3.19) [-28.08, -15.54]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) yes -2.23 (2.75) [3.17, -7.62] -20.27 (2.93) [-26.02, -14.52]
Biden and Obama plotted to have Seal Team 6 murdered Panel 5 (Lucid) no 6.97 (2.08)* [11.06, 2.88] -9.47 (1.80) [-12.99, -5.94]
Biden and Obama plotted to have Seal Team 6 murdered Panel 5 (Lucid) yes 6.65 (1.90)* [10.37, 2.93] -10.19 (1.56) [-13.24, -7.14]
Joe Biden has never made more than $400k Panel 5 (Lucid) no 10.65 (2.03) [14.63, 6.68] -17.09 (2.10) [-21.21, -12.98]
Joe Biden has never made more than $400k Panel 5 (Lucid) yes 10.15 (1.93) [13.93, 6.37] -16.67 (1.99) [-20.58, -12.76]
Kamala Harris imprisoned prolife activists Panel 5 (Lucid) no 13.41 (1.97) [17.27, 9.55] -13.56 (2.08) [-17.65, -9.48]
Kamala Harris imprisoned prolife activists Panel 5 (Lucid) yes 14.23 (1.82) [17.80, 10.66] -14.25 (1.94) [-18.05, -10.44]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) no 2.76 (1.66) [6.02, -0.50] -4.34 (1.68)* [-7.64, -1.04]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) yes 3.09 (1.36)* [5.76, 0.42] -3.72 (1.39)* [-6.43, -1.00]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) no 9.53 (1.77) [12.99, 6.07] -20.80 (1.70) [-24.13, -17.47]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) yes 9.49 (1.58) [12.60, 6.39] -20.84 (1.52) [-23.82, -17.85]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) no -6.19 (1.68)* [-2.90, -9.47] -7.31 (1.76) [-10.75, -3.86]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) yes -5.62 (1.52)* [-2.63, -8.61] -7.87 (1.52) [-10.85, -4.89]
Donald Trump claimed his DNA was USA Panel 3 (Lucid) no -2.47 (2.00) [1.45, -6.39] -8.63 (1.90) [-12.36, -4.90]
Donald Trump claimed his DNA was USA Panel 3 (Lucid) yes -1.81 (1.92) [1.95, -5.58] -8.37 (1.80) [-11.89, -4.85]
Judge Barrett made homophobic and racist statements Panel 3 (Lucid) no 0.43 (1.96) [4.28, -3.41] -15.46 (1.94) [-19.28, -11.65]
Judge Barrett made homophobic and racist statements Panel 3 (Lucid) yes 0.44 (1.73) [3.83, -2.95] -14.67 (1.75) [-18.10, -11.23]
Obama failed to nominate US judges Panel 3 (Lucid) no 8.22 (1.95) [12.05, 4.40] -17.67 (1.97) [-21.53, -13.82]
Obama failed to nominate US judges Panel 3 (Lucid) yes 7.69 (1.79) [11.20, 4.19] -15.95 (1.80) [-19.48, -12.41]
Biden wears wire at debate Panel 2 (MTurk) no -0.78 (2.05) [3.25, -4.80] -4.70 (2.14)* [-8.91, -0.50]
Biden wears wire at debate Panel 2 (MTurk) yes 1.61 (1.72) [4.99, -1.77] -7.10 (1.72) [-10.47, -3.73]
Trump holds Bible upside down Panel 2 (MTurk) no 5.08 (1.79)* [8.59, 1.57] -21.16 (1.97) [-25.02, -17.29]
Trump holds Bible upside down Panel 2 (MTurk) yes 5.45 (1.72)* [8.82, 2.09] -21.15 (1.81) [-24.71, -17.60]
Trump responsible for all Covid deaths Panel 2 (MTurk) no 3.04 (2.24) [7.43, -1.35] -9.29 (2.28) [-13.76, -4.81]
Trump responsible for all Covid deaths Panel 2 (MTurk) yes 2.03 (2.01) [5.97, -1.91] -9.54 (1.95) [-13.37, -5.71]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (MTurk) no 5.90 (2.12)* [10.06, 1.73] -5.15 (2.13)* [-9.34, -0.97]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (MTurk) yes 4.94 (1.63)* [8.14, 1.75] -4.04 (1.63)* [-7.22, -0.85]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (MTurk) no 3.48 (2.19) [7.78, -0.82] -1.96 (2.21) [-6.30, 2.38]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (MTurk) yes 3.52 (1.56)* [6.59, 0.46] -4.69 (1.55)* [-7.72, -1.66]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (MTurk) no 1.58 (2.08) [5.66, -2.51] -3.87 (2.14) [-8.06, 0.33]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (MTurk) yes 2.87 (1.66) [6.13, -0.39] -3.92 (1.64)* [-7.14, -0.69]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (Lucid) no 8.59 (2.03) [12.58, 4.60] -2.68 (2.06) [-6.72, 1.35]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (Lucid) yes 9.52 (1.83) [13.12, 5.93] -4.49 (1.86)* [-8.13, -0.85]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (Lucid) no 8.55 (1.96) [12.39, 4.70] -10.72 (1.96) [-14.57, -6.88]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (Lucid) yes 7.38 (1.71) [10.74, 4.02] -11.59 (1.74) [-15.01, -8.17]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (Lucid) no 6.87 (2.15)* [11.09, 2.64] -11.01 (2.13) [-15.19, -6.83]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (Lucid) yes 5.78 (1.93)* [9.56, 2.00] -10.12 (1.88) [-13.81, -6.43]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis no 4.12 (1.19)* [1.80, 6.44] -10.51 (1.27)* [-13.01, -8.02]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis yes 4.30 (1.07)* [2.21, 6.40] -10.52 (1.14)* [-12.75, -8.28]
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Table 2: Conditional average treatment effects at Wave 1 among Democrats
Topic Panel PID Covariates? Average Effect of Misinformation versus Control Average Effect of Correction versus Misinformation

GOP voters’ pens invisible to voting machines Panel 7 (Lucid) Democrat no 10.42 (2.68)* [15.68, 5.17] -9.79 (2.87)* [-15.43, -4.15]
GOP voters’ pens invisible to voting machines Panel 7 (Lucid) Democrat yes 7.78 (2.56)* [12.81, 2.75] -8.28 (2.71)* [-13.60, -2.96]
USPS fails to deliver 27% of mail ballots in South FL Panel 7 (Lucid) Democrat no 4.14 (2.66) [9.36, -1.08] -14.73 (2.82)* [-20.26, -9.20]
USPS fails to deliver 27% of mail ballots in South FL Panel 7 (Lucid) Democrat yes 3.61 (2.55) [8.62, -1.40] -13.86 (2.71)* [-19.18, -8.55]
Wisconsin has more votes than registered voters Panel 7 (Lucid) Democrat no 11.33 (2.65)* [16.53, 6.13] -8.73 (2.81)* [-14.23, -3.22]
Wisconsin has more votes than registered voters Panel 7 (Lucid) Democrat yes 9.56 (2.47)* [14.41, 4.70] -7.58 (2.64)* [-12.76, -2.40]
Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) Democrat no -2.73 (4.44) [6.01, -11.47] -5.68 (4.30) [-14.13, 2.78]
Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) Democrat yes -4.59 (3.94) [3.16, -12.34] -3.68 (3.57) [-10.70, 3.34]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) Democrat no -6.01 (3.70) [1.26, -13.27] -5.63 (4.02) [-13.54, 2.27]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) Democrat yes -3.09 (3.28) [3.35, -9.53] -8.67 (3.51)* [-15.58, -1.77]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) Democrat no 6.71 (4.25) [15.07, -1.65] -36.36 (4.11)* [-44.44, -28.28]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) Democrat yes 5.71 (4.20) [13.96, -2.54] -34.18 (4.13)* [-42.29, -26.06]
Biden and Obama plotted to have Seal Team 6 murdered Panel 5 (Lucid) Democrat no 0.21 (2.81) [5.72, -5.30] -8.20 (2.24)* [-12.59, -3.81]
Biden and Obama plotted to have Seal Team 6 murdered Panel 5 (Lucid) Democrat yes -0.22 (2.67) [5.02, -5.46] -8.16 (2.09)* [-12.27, -4.05]
Joe Biden has never made more than $400k Panel 5 (Lucid) Democrat no 17.19 (2.97)* [23.02, 11.37] -24.08 (3.05)* [-30.07, -18.09]
Joe Biden has never made more than $400k Panel 5 (Lucid) Democrat yes 18.02 (3.04)* [23.98, 12.06] -24.34 (3.04)* [-30.31, -18.37]
Kamala Harris imprisoned prolife activists Panel 5 (Lucid) Democrat no 18.09 (2.86)* [23.70, 12.48] -16.67 (3.10)* [-22.76, -10.58]
Kamala Harris imprisoned prolife activists Panel 5 (Lucid) Democrat yes 17.81 (2.78)* [23.28, 12.35] -16.00 (3.04)* [-21.98, -10.03]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) Democrat no 3.47 (1.84) [7.08, -0.13] -4.21 (1.92)* [-7.98, -0.44]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) Democrat yes 3.06 (1.60) [6.19, -0.08] -4.17 (1.65)* [-7.42, -0.93]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) Democrat no 9.66 (2.29)* [14.16, 5.17] -23.64 (2.20)* [-27.95, -19.33]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) Democrat yes 10.69 (2.09)* [14.79, 6.59] -23.48 (2.00)* [-27.41, -19.55]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) Democrat no -8.38 (2.16)* [-4.15, -12.62] -8.76 (2.09)* [-12.86, -4.65]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) Democrat yes -8.73 (1.99)* [-4.82, -12.64] -8.92 (1.91)* [-12.66, -5.18]
Donald Trump claimed his DNA was USA Panel 3 (Lucid) Democrat no -0.20 (3.08) [5.84, -6.24] -8.45 (2.85)* [-14.04, -2.85]
Donald Trump claimed his DNA was USA Panel 3 (Lucid) Democrat yes 0.07 (2.97) [5.90, -5.76] -8.00 (2.78)* [-13.44, -2.55]
Judge Barrett made homophobic and racist statements Panel 3 (Lucid) Democrat no 3.65 (2.91) [9.36, -2.06] -20.70 (2.99)* [-26.58, -14.83]
Judge Barrett made homophobic and racist statements Panel 3 (Lucid) Democrat yes 3.10 (2.75) [8.51, -2.30] -19.66 (2.86)* [-25.28, -14.04]
Obama failed to nominate US judges Panel 3 (Lucid) Democrat no 2.30 (2.84) [7.88, -3.28] -12.00 (2.78)* [-17.46, -6.53]
Obama failed to nominate US judges Panel 3 (Lucid) Democrat yes 2.49 (2.82) [8.03, -3.04] -11.80 (2.73)* [-17.16, -6.43]
Biden wears wire at debate Panel 2 (MTurk) Democrat no 0.26 (2.69) [5.53, -5.02] -6.84 (2.84)* [-12.42, -1.26]
Biden wears wire at debate Panel 2 (MTurk) Democrat yes 0.02 (2.41) [4.75, -4.71] -8.51 (2.40)* [-13.22, -3.80]
Trump holds Bible upside down Panel 2 (MTurk) Democrat no 8.88 (2.47)* [13.73, 4.03] -28.01 (2.66)* [-33.23, -22.79]
Trump holds Bible upside down Panel 2 (MTurk) Democrat yes 8.36 (2.48)* [13.23, 3.50] -27.71 (2.58)* [-32.77, -22.65]
Trump responsible for all Covid deaths Panel 2 (MTurk) Democrat no 5.91 (3.10) [11.98, -0.17] -18.47 (3.19)* [-24.74, -12.20]
Trump responsible for all Covid deaths Panel 2 (MTurk) Democrat yes 3.97 (2.94) [9.75, -1.81] -15.74 (2.90)* [-21.44, -10.04]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (MTurk) Democrat no 8.23 (3.04)* [14.19, 2.26] -9.48 (3.04)* [-15.44, -3.51]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (MTurk) Democrat yes 7.23 (2.63)* [12.39, 2.07] -7.62 (2.62)* [-12.76, -2.48]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (MTurk) Democrat no 1.50 (3.08) [7.54, -4.55] -2.63 (3.15) [-8.82, 3.56]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (MTurk) Democrat yes 2.08 (2.37) [6.72, -2.57] -3.00 (2.42) [-7.75, 1.74]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (MTurk) Democrat no 4.32 (3.25) [10.70, -2.05] -10.60 (3.24)* [-16.96, -4.24]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (MTurk) Democrat yes 4.11 (2.64) [9.28, -1.07] -7.01 (2.65)* [-12.22, -1.81]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (Lucid) Democrat no 13.29 (3.11)* [19.40, 7.18] -6.56 (3.13)* [-12.70, -0.42]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (Lucid) Democrat yes 13.59 (2.83)* [19.14, 8.03] -6.64 (2.89)* [-12.32, -0.96]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (Lucid) Democrat no 6.04 (2.64)* [11.21, 0.86] -8.69 (2.66)* [-13.90, -3.47]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (Lucid) Democrat yes 4.04 (2.36) [8.67, -0.59] -9.30 (2.44)* [-14.10, -4.51]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (Lucid) Democrat no 3.67 (3.07) [9.69, -2.34] -9.39 (3.06)* [-15.40, -3.37]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (Lucid) Democrat yes 2.75 (2.81) [8.26, -2.76] -7.67 (2.77)* [-13.11, -2.23]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis Democrat no 5.15 (1.33)* [2.55, 7.76] -12.79 (1.67)* [-16.06, -9.52]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis Democrat yes 4.66 (1.30)* [2.11, 7.20] -12.11 (1.60)* [-15.26, -8.97]
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Table 3: Conditional average treatment effects at Wave 1 among Republicans
Topic Panel PID Covariates? Average Effect of Misinformation versus Control Average Effect of Correction versus Misinformation

GOP voters’ pens invisible to voting machines Panel 7 (Lucid) Republican no 16.55 (3.01)* [22.45, 10.65] -14.76 (3.07)* [-20.78, -8.74]
GOP voters’ pens invisible to voting machines Panel 7 (Lucid) Republican yes 17.40 (3.00)* [23.29, 11.51] -14.81 (3.06)* [-20.82, -8.79]
USPS fails to deliver 27% of mail ballots in South FL Panel 7 (Lucid) Republican no 7.03 (3.03)* [12.98, 1.07] -14.90 (3.26)* [-21.30, -8.49]
USPS fails to deliver 27% of mail ballots in South FL Panel 7 (Lucid) Republican yes 4.38 (2.94) [10.15, -1.39] -11.86 (3.05)* [-17.85, -5.86]
Wisconsin has more votes than registered voters Panel 7 (Lucid) Republican no 5.19 (3.01) [11.10, -0.73] -20.61 (3.19)* [-26.86, -14.35]
Wisconsin has more votes than registered voters Panel 7 (Lucid) Republican yes 5.16 (2.97) [11.00, -0.67] -19.71 (3.13)* [-25.85, -13.57]
Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) Republican no -2.57 (5.02) [7.30, -12.44] -6.12 (5.31) [-16.57, 4.33]
Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) Republican yes -1.31 (3.97) [6.50, -9.12] -3.13 (4.27) [-11.52, 5.27]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) Republican no -6.60 (4.52) [2.29, -15.49] -1.97 (4.84) [-11.50, 7.56]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) Republican yes -6.10 (4.07) [1.90, -14.10] -2.92 (4.00) [-10.80, 4.95]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) Republican no -15.72 (4.77)* [-6.34, -25.09] -5.61 (5.38) [-16.19, 4.97]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) Republican yes -10.25 (3.72)* [-2.94, -17.56] -4.98 (4.21) [-13.26, 3.31]
Biden and Obama plotted to have Seal Team 6 murdered Panel 5 (Lucid) Republican no 11.13 (3.48)* [17.96, 4.29] -11.81 (2.79)* [-17.28, -6.34]
Biden and Obama plotted to have Seal Team 6 murdered Panel 5 (Lucid) Republican yes 14.59 (3.17)* [20.82, 8.37] -13.72 (2.56)* [-18.74, -8.71]
Joe Biden has never made more than $400k Panel 5 (Lucid) Republican no 2.78 (3.11) [8.88, -3.32] -10.87 (3.21)* [-17.17, -4.58]
Joe Biden has never made more than $400k Panel 5 (Lucid) Republican yes 2.68 (2.82) [8.22, -2.87] -10.06 (2.92)* [-15.80, -4.33]
Kamala Harris imprisoned prolife activists Panel 5 (Lucid) Republican no 12.27 (2.75)* [17.66, 6.87] -10.73 (2.87)* [-16.36, -5.10]
Kamala Harris imprisoned prolife activists Panel 5 (Lucid) Republican yes 12.45 (2.70)* [17.75, 7.14] -10.94 (2.82)* [-16.49, -5.40]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) Republican no 3.63 (3.10) [9.71, -2.45] -6.88 (3.06)* [-12.89, -0.87]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) Republican yes 3.68 (2.55) [8.67, -1.32] -4.53 (2.48) [-9.39, 0.33]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) Republican no 9.32 (3.13)* [15.46, 3.19] -17.12 (3.04)* [-23.08, -11.15]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) Republican yes 8.41 (2.58)* [13.48, 3.34] -16.11 (2.61)* [-21.24, -10.99]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) Republican no -1.19 (2.92) [4.54, -6.92] -6.56 (3.22)* [-12.89, -0.24]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) Republican yes -0.79 (2.53) [4.18, -5.77] -7.47 (2.65)* [-12.67, -2.26]
Donald Trump claimed his DNA was USA Panel 3 (Lucid) Republican no -4.02 (3.14) [2.15, -10.19] -10.62 (3.08)* [-16.67, -4.57]
Donald Trump claimed his DNA was USA Panel 3 (Lucid) Republican yes -3.73 (3.02) [2.20, -9.65] -10.91 (2.76)* [-16.33, -5.50]
Judge Barrett made homophobic and racist statements Panel 3 (Lucid) Republican no -4.32 (2.98) [1.52, -10.17] -8.51 (2.86)* [-14.13, -2.90]
Judge Barrett made homophobic and racist statements Panel 3 (Lucid) Republican yes -0.95 (2.57) [4.11, -6.00] -9.12 (2.45)* [-13.94, -4.30]
Obama failed to nominate US judges Panel 3 (Lucid) Republican no 11.51 (2.79)* [16.98, 6.04] -18.00 (2.97)* [-23.83, -12.18]
Obama failed to nominate US judges Panel 3 (Lucid) Republican yes 11.36 (2.66)* [16.58, 6.15] -17.35 (2.91)* [-23.07, -11.63]
Biden wears wire at debate Panel 2 (MTurk) Republican no -1.72 (2.91) [3.99, -7.44] -5.32 (3.03) [-11.27, 0.63]
Biden wears wire at debate Panel 2 (MTurk) Republican yes 2.03 (2.56) [7.05, -2.99] -5.35 (2.41)* [-10.08, -0.62]
Trump holds Bible upside down Panel 2 (MTurk) Republican no 1.78 (2.74) [7.15, -3.60] -11.73 (3.06)* [-17.74, -5.72]
Trump holds Bible upside down Panel 2 (MTurk) Republican yes 1.87 (2.37) [6.53, -2.78] -11.84 (2.59)* [-16.93, -6.75]
Trump responsible for all Covid deaths Panel 2 (MTurk) Republican no -0.76 (3.47) [6.05, -7.56] 1.39 (3.46) [-5.40, 8.18]
Trump responsible for all Covid deaths Panel 2 (MTurk) Republican yes -2.15 (2.64) [3.04, -7.34] -0.78 (2.52) [-5.72, 4.16]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (MTurk) Republican no 4.52 (2.86) [10.12, -1.09] -1.36 (2.81) [-6.87, 4.15]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (MTurk) Republican yes 2.85 (2.00) [6.77, -1.08] -0.98 (1.94) [-4.80, 2.83]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (MTurk) Republican no 6.24 (2.60)* [11.34, 1.13] -4.58 (2.56) [-9.60, 0.44]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (MTurk) Republican yes 5.39 (2.01)* [9.33, 1.45] -5.59 (1.96)* [-9.44, -1.73]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (MTurk) Republican no 0.31 (2.21) [4.64, -4.02] 0.19 (2.22) [-4.16, 4.54]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (MTurk) Republican yes 0.64 (2.01) [4.57, -3.30] -0.13 (1.94) [-3.94, 3.69]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (Lucid) Republican no 4.24 (3.10) [10.32, -1.83] 2.55 (3.19) [-3.71, 8.81]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (Lucid) Republican yes 4.56 (2.71) [9.87, -0.76] -1.63 (2.65) [-6.84, 3.58]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (Lucid) Republican no 8.10 (3.26)* [14.49, 1.71] -13.43 (3.14)* [-19.60, -7.26]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (Lucid) Republican yes 9.80 (2.90)* [15.49, 4.12] -15.27 (2.75)* [-20.67, -9.87]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (Lucid) Republican no 5.56 (3.05) [11.54, -0.43] -10.21 (3.01)* [-16.12, -4.31]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (Lucid) Republican yes 5.72 (2.99) [11.58, -0.14] -9.05 (2.88)* [-14.71, -3.39]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis Republican no 3.39 (1.35)* [0.75, 6.03] -8.76 (1.29)* [-11.29, -6.23]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis Republican yes 3.79 (1.26)* [1.32, 6.26] -8.64 (1.18)* [-10.95, -6.33]
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Table 4: Persistence to Time 2: Unadjusted Estimates
Topic Panel Wave Covariates? Average Effect of Correction versus Control

GOP voters’ pens invisible to voting machines Panel 7 (Lucid) w1 no -4.00 (4.07) [-12.01, 4.00]
GOP voters’ pens invisible to voting machines Panel 7 (Lucid) w2 no -3.55 (4.25) [-11.91, 4.81]
GOP voters’ pens invisible to voting machines Panel 7 (Lucid) ratio no 0.89 (0.87) [-0.83, 2.60]
USPS fails to deliver 27% of mail ballots in South FL Panel 7 (Lucid) w1 no -11.58 (3.92)* [-19.28, -3.88]
USPS fails to deliver 27% of mail ballots in South FL Panel 7 (Lucid) w2 no -3.41 (4.02) [-11.31, 4.49]
USPS fails to deliver 27% of mail ballots in South FL Panel 7 (Lucid) ratio no 0.29 (0.31) [-0.31, 0.90]
Wisconsin has more votes than registered voters Panel 7 (Lucid) w1 no -4.32 (4.08) [-12.34, 3.70]
Wisconsin has more votes than registered voters Panel 7 (Lucid) w2 no -0.32 (4.12) [-8.42, 7.77]
Wisconsin has more votes than registered voters Panel 7 (Lucid) ratio no 0.07 (0.91) [-1.71, 1.86]
Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) w1 no -11.39 (4.06)* [-19.37, -3.41]
Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) w2 no -5.71 (4.06) [-13.70, 2.28]
Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) ratio no 0.50 (0.27) [-0.03, 1.04]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) w1 no -9.62 (3.78)* [-17.06, -2.19]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) w2 no -2.87 (3.85) [-10.44, 4.71]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) ratio no 0.30 (0.32) [-0.34, 0.93]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) w1 no -26.81 (3.59)* [-33.87, -19.75]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) w2 no -26.41 (3.78)* [-33.83, -18.98]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) ratio no 0.98 (0.10)* [0.79, 1.18]
Biden and Obama plotted to have Seal Team 6 murdered Panel 5 (Lucid) w1 no -7.33 (3.97) [-15.15, 0.48]
Biden and Obama plotted to have Seal Team 6 murdered Panel 5 (Lucid) w2 no 0.42 (4.22) [-7.90, 8.73]
Biden and Obama plotted to have Seal Team 6 murdered Panel 5 (Lucid) ratio no -0.06 (0.59) [-1.23, 1.11]
Joe Biden has never made more than $400k Panel 5 (Lucid) w1 no -2.43 (3.76) [-9.82, 4.97]
Joe Biden has never made more than $400k Panel 5 (Lucid) w2 no -2.39 (3.91) [-10.08, 5.31]
Joe Biden has never made more than $400k Panel 5 (Lucid) ratio no 0.98 (1.70) [-2.36, 4.32]
Kamala Harris imprisoned prolife activists Panel 5 (Lucid) w1 no 2.28 (3.77) [-5.13, 9.70]
Kamala Harris imprisoned prolife activists Panel 5 (Lucid) w2 no 0.72 (4.02) [-7.18, 8.62]
Kamala Harris imprisoned prolife activists Panel 5 (Lucid) ratio no 0.31 (1.59) [-2.82, 3.44]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) w1 no -0.97 (1.98) [-4.85, 2.91]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) w2 no 0.66 (2.07) [-3.40, 4.72]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) ratio no -0.68 (3.30) [-7.15, 5.80]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) w1 no -7.99 (2.13)* [-12.18, -3.80]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) w2 no -2.00 (2.27) [-6.44, 2.45]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) ratio no 0.25 (0.24) [-0.23, 0.73]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) w1 no -14.54 (2.14)* [-18.75, -10.33]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) w2 no -6.34 (2.24)* [-10.74, -1.94]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) ratio no 0.44 (0.13)* [0.19, 0.68]
Donald Trump claimed his DNA was USA Panel 3 (Lucid) w1 no -6.12 (3.18) [-12.36, 0.13]
Donald Trump claimed his DNA was USA Panel 3 (Lucid) w2 no -0.83 (3.76) [-8.22, 6.55]
Donald Trump claimed his DNA was USA Panel 3 (Lucid) ratio no 0.14 (0.59) [-1.03, 1.30]
Judge Barrett made homophobic and racist statements Panel 3 (Lucid) w1 no -16.32 (3.14)* [-22.50, -10.15]
Judge Barrett made homophobic and racist statements Panel 3 (Lucid) w2 no -3.58 (3.52) [-10.50, 3.34]
Judge Barrett made homophobic and racist statements Panel 3 (Lucid) ratio no 0.22 (0.20) [-0.17, 0.61]
Obama failed to nominate US judges Panel 3 (Lucid) w1 no -7.35 (3.44)* [-14.11, -0.58]
Obama failed to nominate US judges Panel 3 (Lucid) w2 no 2.30 (3.60) [-4.78, 9.38]
Obama failed to nominate US judges Panel 3 (Lucid) ratio no -0.31 (0.57) [-1.43, 0.80]
Biden wears wire at debate Panel 2 (MTurk) w1 no -3.51 (2.85) [-9.10, 2.08]
Biden wears wire at debate Panel 2 (MTurk) w2 no -1.91 (2.86) [-7.51, 3.70]
Biden wears wire at debate Panel 2 (MTurk) ratio no 0.54 (0.56) [-0.56, 1.65]
Trump holds Bible upside down Panel 2 (MTurk) w1 no -19.00 (2.72)* [-24.35, -13.65]
Trump holds Bible upside down Panel 2 (MTurk) w2 no -21.04 (2.74)* [-26.43, -15.65]
Trump holds Bible upside down Panel 2 (MTurk) ratio no 1.11 (0.12)* [0.86, 1.35]
Trump responsible for all Covid deaths Panel 2 (MTurk) w1 no -6.89 (3.08)* [-12.93, -0.84]
Trump responsible for all Covid deaths Panel 2 (MTurk) w2 no -2.93 (3.12) [-9.04, 3.19]
Trump responsible for all Covid deaths Panel 2 (MTurk) ratio no 0.42 (0.35) [-0.26, 1.11]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (MTurk) w1 no 3.08 (3.07) [-2.94, 9.10]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (MTurk) w2 no 6.60 (3.05)* [0.61, 12.60]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (MTurk) ratio no 2.14 (1.52) [-0.85, 5.13]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (MTurk) w1 no 5.36 (3.21) [-0.95, 11.66]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (MTurk) w2 no 6.20 (3.21) [-0.11, 12.51]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (MTurk) ratio no 1.16 (0.35)* [0.47, 1.84]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (MTurk) w1 no -2.74 (3.13) [-8.89, 3.42]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (MTurk) w2 no -2.89 (3.14) [-9.07, 3.28]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (MTurk) ratio no 1.06 (0.77) [-0.45, 2.56]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (Lucid) w1 no 4.08 (4.40) [-4.58, 12.75]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (Lucid) w2 no 0.42 (4.59) [-8.62, 9.46]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (Lucid) ratio no 0.10 (1.07) [-2.00, 2.20]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (Lucid) w1 no -1.10 (4.08) [-9.13, 6.94]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (Lucid) w2 no -0.57 (4.02) [-8.48, 7.34]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (Lucid) ratio no 0.52 (3.08) [-5.54, 6.57]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (Lucid) w1 no 3.01 (4.90) [-6.63, 12.65]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (Lucid) w2 no -1.02 (4.93) [-10.72, 8.69]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (Lucid) ratio no -0.34 (2.06) [-4.39, 3.72]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis w1 no -6.24 (1.60)* [-9.38, -3.10]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis w2 no -2.99 (1.50)* [-5.92, -0.06]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis ratio no 0.54 (0.11)* [0.33, 0.76]
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Table 5: Persistence to Time 2: Adjusted Estimates
Topic Panel Wave Covariates? Average Effect of Correction versus Control

GOP voters’ pens invisible to voting machines Panel 7 (Lucid) w1 yes -3.91 (3.75) [-11.29, 3.46]
GOP voters’ pens invisible to voting machines Panel 7 (Lucid) w2 yes -4.85 (3.80) [-12.31, 2.62]
GOP voters’ pens invisible to voting machines Panel 7 (Lucid) ratio yes 1.24 (1.06) [-0.85, 3.32]
USPS fails to deliver 27% of mail ballots in South FL Panel 7 (Lucid) w1 yes -8.92 (3.88)* [-16.55, -1.28]
USPS fails to deliver 27% of mail ballots in South FL Panel 7 (Lucid) w2 yes 0.71 (3.82) [-6.79, 8.22]
USPS fails to deliver 27% of mail ballots in South FL Panel 7 (Lucid) ratio yes -0.08 (0.44) [-0.95, 0.79]
Wisconsin has more votes than registered voters Panel 7 (Lucid) w1 yes -3.49 (3.82) [-10.99, 4.02]
Wisconsin has more votes than registered voters Panel 7 (Lucid) w2 yes 1.30 (3.70) [-5.97, 8.58]
Wisconsin has more votes than registered voters Panel 7 (Lucid) ratio yes -0.37 (1.34) [-3.01, 2.26]
Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) w1 yes -8.50 (3.46)* [-15.31, -1.70]
Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) w2 yes -4.59 (3.23) [-10.95, 1.77]
Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) ratio yes 0.54 (0.33) [-0.12, 1.20]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) w1 yes -9.11 (3.06)* [-15.13, -3.09]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) w2 yes -1.68 (2.95) [-7.49, 4.13]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) ratio yes 0.18 (0.29) [-0.39, 0.76]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) w1 yes -23.53 (3.27)* [-29.96, -17.10]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) w2 yes -22.79 (3.42)* [-29.53, -16.06]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) ratio yes 0.97 (0.11)* [0.75, 1.19]
Biden and Obama plotted to have Seal Team 6 murdered Panel 5 (Lucid) w1 yes -7.18 (3.69) [-14.43, 0.08]
Biden and Obama plotted to have Seal Team 6 murdered Panel 5 (Lucid) w2 yes -1.68 (3.95) [-9.45, 6.09]
Biden and Obama plotted to have Seal Team 6 murdered Panel 5 (Lucid) ratio yes 0.23 (0.50) [-0.76, 1.22]
Joe Biden has never made more than $400k Panel 5 (Lucid) w1 yes -2.62 (3.62) [-9.74, 4.51]
Joe Biden has never made more than $400k Panel 5 (Lucid) w2 yes -2.33 (3.80) [-9.81, 5.14]
Joe Biden has never made more than $400k Panel 5 (Lucid) ratio yes 0.89 (1.57) [-2.19, 3.97]
Kamala Harris imprisoned prolife activists Panel 5 (Lucid) w1 yes 3.90 (3.55) [-3.08, 10.87]
Kamala Harris imprisoned prolife activists Panel 5 (Lucid) w2 yes 1.11 (3.66) [-6.08, 8.30]
Kamala Harris imprisoned prolife activists Panel 5 (Lucid) ratio yes 0.28 (0.88) [-1.44, 2.01]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) w1 yes -0.61 (1.63) [-3.81, 2.59]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) w2 yes 0.91 (1.68) [-2.39, 4.21]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) ratio yes -1.49 (6.15) [-13.55, 10.57]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) w1 yes -8.96 (1.86)* [-12.62, -5.30]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) w2 yes -2.86 (2.07) [-6.93, 1.20]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) ratio yes 0.32 (0.20) [-0.07, 0.71]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) w1 yes -14.26 (1.85)* [-17.88, -10.63]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) w2 yes -5.57 (2.04)* [-9.58, -1.57]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) ratio yes 0.39 (0.13)* [0.14, 0.64]
Donald Trump claimed his DNA was USA Panel 3 (Lucid) w1 yes -8.16 (2.98)* [-14.01, -2.31]
Donald Trump claimed his DNA was USA Panel 3 (Lucid) w2 yes -1.99 (3.65) [-9.17, 5.19]
Donald Trump claimed his DNA was USA Panel 3 (Lucid) ratio yes 0.24 (0.43) [-0.59, 1.08]
Judge Barrett made homophobic and racist statements Panel 3 (Lucid) w1 yes -15.53 (2.81)* [-21.06, -10.00]
Judge Barrett made homophobic and racist statements Panel 3 (Lucid) w2 yes -3.06 (3.14) [-9.24, 3.12]
Judge Barrett made homophobic and racist statements Panel 3 (Lucid) ratio yes 0.20 (0.19) [-0.17, 0.57]
Obama failed to nominate US judges Panel 3 (Lucid) w1 yes -6.05 (3.29) [-12.50, 0.41]
Obama failed to nominate US judges Panel 3 (Lucid) w2 yes 4.34 (3.43) [-2.41, 11.09]
Obama failed to nominate US judges Panel 3 (Lucid) ratio yes -0.72 (0.79) [-2.28, 0.84]
Biden wears wire at debate Panel 2 (MTurk) w1 yes -6.35 (2.30)* [-10.86, -1.85]
Biden wears wire at debate Panel 2 (MTurk) w2 yes -4.44 (2.31) [-8.97, 0.09]
Biden wears wire at debate Panel 2 (MTurk) ratio yes 0.70 (0.29)* [0.13, 1.27]
Trump holds Bible upside down Panel 2 (MTurk) w1 yes -19.46 (2.50)* [-24.37, -14.56]
Trump holds Bible upside down Panel 2 (MTurk) w2 yes -21.10 (2.55)* [-26.10, -16.09]
Trump holds Bible upside down Panel 2 (MTurk) ratio yes 1.08 (0.12)* [0.85, 1.32]
Trump responsible for all Covid deaths Panel 2 (MTurk) w1 yes -7.85 (2.59)* [-12.93, -2.77]
Trump responsible for all Covid deaths Panel 2 (MTurk) w2 yes -3.94 (2.70) [-9.24, 1.36]
Trump responsible for all Covid deaths Panel 2 (MTurk) ratio yes 0.50 (0.29) [-0.06, 1.06]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (MTurk) w1 yes 1.34 (2.22) [-3.03, 5.70]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (MTurk) w2 yes 4.98 (2.41)* [0.25, 9.71]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (MTurk) ratio yes 3.73 (5.37) [-6.81, 14.26]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (MTurk) w1 yes -1.17 (2.22) [-5.52, 3.18]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (MTurk) w2 yes -0.17 (2.34) [-4.77, 4.42]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (MTurk) ratio yes 0.15 (1.82) [-3.42, 3.72]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (MTurk) w1 yes -0.05 (2.38) [-4.72, 4.61]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (MTurk) w2 yes 0.09 (2.38) [-4.58, 4.76]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (MTurk) ratio yes -1.66 (106.13) [-210.06, 206.73]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (Lucid) w1 yes 3.36 (4.15) [-4.81, 11.53]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (Lucid) w2 yes 0.75 (4.41) [-7.92, 9.43]
A black man invented the light bulb Panel 1 (Lucid) ratio yes 0.22 (1.19) [-2.13, 2.57]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (Lucid) w1 yes -2.19 (3.38) [-8.84, 4.47]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (Lucid) w2 yes -0.79 (3.48) [-7.65, 6.07]
Antifa start West Coast wildfires Panel 1 (Lucid) ratio yes 0.36 (1.49) [-2.58, 3.30]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (Lucid) w1 yes 1.90 (4.46) [-6.90, 10.69]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (Lucid) w2 yes -1.55 (4.43) [-10.27, 7.17]
SARS-CoV-2 man made virus created in the lab Panel 1 (Lucid) ratio yes -0.82 (3.83) [-8.35, 6.72]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis w1 yes -6.29 (1.43)* [-9.08, -3.49]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis w2 yes -2.95 (1.34)* [-5.58, -0.31]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis ratio yes 0.49 (0.11)* [0.27, 0.71]
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Table 6: Persistence to Time 3: Unadjusted Estimates
Topic Panel Wave Covariates? Average Effect of Correction versus Control

Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) w1 no -10.59 (4.33)* [-19.11, -2.07]
Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) ratio no -0.37 (0.53) [-1.42, 0.68]
Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) no 3.93 (4.45) [-4.83, 12.70]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) w1 no -10.74 (4.04)* [-18.68, -2.80]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) ratio no 0.06 (0.37) [-0.68, 0.80]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) no -0.64 (4.16) [-8.84, 7.55]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) w1 no -29.16 (3.85)* [-36.73, -21.59]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) ratio no 0.95 (0.11)* [0.74, 1.16]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) no -27.59 (4.05)* [-35.56, -19.63]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) w1 no -1.17 (2.16) [-5.41, 3.08]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) ratio no 1.70 (2.16) [-2.53, 5.94]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) no -1.99 (2.25) [-6.41, 2.44]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) w1 no -6.66 (2.37)* [-11.32, -2.00]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) ratio no 0.30 (0.30) [-0.29, 0.90]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) no -2.02 (2.48) [-6.89, 2.85]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) w1 no -15.26 (2.33)* [-19.84, -10.68]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) ratio no 0.30 (0.14)* [0.02, 0.57]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) no -4.51 (2.52) [-9.47, 0.44]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis w1 no -12.02 (3.87)* [-19.62, -4.43]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis ratio no 0.39 (0.21) [-0.02, 0.80]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis no -5.40 (4.38) [-13.99, 3.20]

Table 7: Persistence to Time 3: Adjusted Estimates
Topic Panel Wave Covariates? Average Effect of Correction versus Control

Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) w1 yes 3.81 (3.63) [-3.32, 10.95]
Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) ratio yes 0.33 (0.33) [-0.32, 0.98]
Presidential winner must be announced election night Panel 6 (MTurk) yes -3.25 (3.61) [-10.36, 3.86]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) w1 yes 1.53 (3.35) [-5.06, 8.11]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) ratio yes 0.12 (0.31) [-0.50, 0.73]
Sen Coon’s daughter’s photo on Hunter Biden’s laptop Panel 6 (MTurk) yes -1.17 (3.35) [-7.76, 5.42]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) w1 yes -22.81 (3.63)* [-29.95, -15.67]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) ratio yes 0.99 (0.12)* [0.76, 1.22]
Trump said ’Good’ to children’s separation Panel 6 (MTurk) yes -24.92 (3.73)* [-32.26, -17.57]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) w1 yes -1.79 (1.83) [-5.38, 1.79]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) ratio yes 0.27 (1.50) [-2.68, 3.22]
Hunter Biden’s laptop had photos torturing children Panel 4 (MTurk) yes -0.28 (1.83) [-3.88, 3.32]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) w1 yes -3.35 (2.26) [-7.79, 1.09]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) ratio yes 0.06 (0.28) [-0.49, 0.61]
Trump chose Judge Barrett on basis of looks Panel 4 (MTurk) yes -0.47 (2.31) [-5.01, 4.08]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) w1 yes -4.17 (2.27) [-8.61, 0.28]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) ratio yes 0.38 (0.13)* [0.11, 0.64]
WHO: children to be vaccinated without parents’ consent Panel 4 (MTurk) yes -5.59 (2.24)* [-9.99, -1.18]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis w1 yes -4.36 (3.67) [-11.55, 2.82]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis ratio yes 0.43 (0.19)* [0.06, 0.79]
Meta-analysis Meta-analysis yes -5.70 (3.71) [-12.96, 1.57]
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Table 8: Misinformation Traffic/Engagement
Misinfo Item Party-Congenial Reactions Comments Shares Views Total engagements (not including views)

Antifa/Wildfires R 78 183 642 903
Antifa/Wildfires R 46 88 609 743
Wuhan/Tucker R 1000 143 2,600 3,743
Wuhan/Tucker R 50,000 8900 58000 846000 116,900

Biden/Wire R 1700 1700 15000 18400
Biden/Wire R 33 7 219 259

ACB/Homophobic D 188 82 524 794
ACB/Homophobic D 109 88 674 871

Trump/DNA D 73 19 244 336
Hunter/Computer R 94 18 899 1011
Hunter/Computer R 340 583 1900 2823

ACB/Looks D 54 19 894 967
WHO/COVID R 955 409 989 2353

Biden/SealTeam6 R 21 19 550 590
Hunter/Coons R 127 64 1300 1491
Trump/Good D 4500 452 1400 6352
Voting/WISC R 99 33 323 455

Voting/Sharpies R 28000 248 127000 155248

In Table 8, we present available traffic/engagement data on the underlying sources of mis-

information mentioned in the tested PolitiFact fact-checks. Some fact-checks contained links

to multiple misinformation items. Traffic/engagement data was gleaned from CrowdTangle or,

when available, an archived version of the original misinformation item.
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Table 9: Further heterogeneity investigation
Covariate Adjusted r-squared
Partisanship .104
Conscientiousness .082
Political Knowledge .080
Agreeableness .076
Cognitive Reflection Test .069
Openness .052
Emotional Stability .040
Political Interest .039
Need for Cognition .039
Extraversion .035

To further investigate heterogeneity, across our 21 experiments, we interacted each condi-

tional indicator with each pre-treatment covariate in separate linear models, resulting in 210

separate linear models. Table 9 displays the mean-adjusted r-squared by covariate type.
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Figure 9: Attitude effects and partisan-congeniality

Figure 9 reports meta-analytic estimates of correction and misinformation effects, account-

ing for the 22 different political figures and groups for whom we observed attitudinal outcomes,

grouped by respondent partisanship and the partisan-congeniality of the tested false claims.
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8 Outcomes

Panel 1

Factual Outcome 1

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

A Black man invented the light bulb, not a white guy named Edison.

Factual Outcome 2

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

‘Most of the wildfires on the West Coast are all being started by Antifa.

Factual Outcome 3

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

‘COVID-19 SARS-CoV-2 virus, actually is not from nature. It is a man-made virus created in

the lab.

Thermometers

We would like to get your feelings toward some groups, leaders, and institutions who are in the

news these days using something we call the feeling thermometer. Ratings between 50 degrees

and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and warm toward the group, leader, or institution.

Ratings between 0 degrees and 50 degrees mean that you don’t feel favorable toward them and

that you don’t care too much for them. You would rate them at the 50 degree mark if you don’t

feel particularly warm or cold toward them. If we come to a group, leader, or institution whose

name you don’t recognize, you don’t need to rate them.

-Joe Biden
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-Donald Trump

-Antifa

-Scientists

Panel 2

Factual Outcome 1

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

‘Joe Biden was wearing a wire during the first presidential debate.

Factual Outcome 2

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

‘When President Donald Trump walked across Lafayette Square to a church, he held the Bible

upside down.

Factual Outcome 3

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

‘If the president had done his job from the beginning, all the people who died from COVID

would still be alive.

Thermometers

-Joe Biden

-Donald Trump

-Black Lives Matter protestors

-Anthony Fauci

-Politifact
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Panel 3

Factual Outcome 1

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

Donald Trump said, “The doctors said they’ve never seen a body kill the coronavirus like my

body. They tested my DNA and it wasn’t DNA. It was USA.”

Factual Outcome 2

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

Because of his failure to nominate candidates, President Barack Obama left Trump 128 vacant

judgeships to fill.

Factual Outcome 3

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

Judge Amy Coney Barrett, Donald Trump’s nominee to the Supreme Court, has a history of

making homophobic and racist statements.”

Thermometers

-Joe Biden

-Donald Trump

-Anthony Fauci

-Amy Coney Barrett

-Politifact

-Black Lives Matter protestors
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Panel 4

Factual Outcome 1

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

Donald Trump said he nominated Amy Coney Barrett to the Supreme Court because she “is

much, much better looking than the women we have had.”

Factual Outcome 2

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

The World Health Organization (WHO) says your child’s presence in school counts as “in-

formed consent” for vaccination - parental presence not required.

Factual Outcome 3

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

Hunter Biden had pictures of him torturing and raping children under age 10 in China on his

laptop.

Thermometers

-Joe Biden

-Donald Trump

-Hunter Biden

-Amy Coney Barrett

-PolitiFact

-The World Health Organization (WHO)

Panel 5
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Factual Outcome 1

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

Kamala Harris tried to put pro-lifers in jail who exposed Planned Parenthood selling baby parts.

Factual Outcome 2

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

Joe Biden and Barack Obama directly participated in a plot to have Seal Team 6 murdered.

Factual Outcome 3

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

Joe Biden has never made more than $400,000 in a year.

Thermometers

-Joe Biden

-Donald Trump

-Kamala Harris

-Barack Obama

-Politifact

Panel 6

Factual Outcome 1

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

By law, the winner of the Presidential election must be declared on Election Night (November

3).
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Factual Outcome 2

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

The daughter of Sen. Coons (D-DE), along with 7 other underaged girls are featured on Hunter

Biden’s laptop.

Factual Outcome 3

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

In the second presidential debate, after Joe Biden raised concerns that undocumented children

may be permanently separated from their parents, Donald Trump replied “Good.”

Thermometers

-Joe Biden

-Donald Trump

-Hunter Biden

-PolitiFact

-Chris Coons

Panel 7

Factual Outcome 1

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

Wisconsin has more votes than people who are registered to vote.

Factual Outcome 2

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

Voters in Maricopa County, Arizona, were forced to vote using Sharpie pens that aren’t read by
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voting machines.

Factual Outcome 3

To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement?

USPS failed to deliver 27% of mail-in ballots in South Florida.

Thermometers

-Joe Biden

-Donald Trump

-The U.S. postal service

-Politifact

Pre-Treatment Questions

Common Items Across Samples

In what state do you currently reside?

[drop-down menu with 51 choices]

Do you approve or disapprove of the way Donald Trump is handling his job? -Strongly approve

-Somewhat approve

-Somewhat disapprove

-Strongly disapprove

Generally, how interested are you in politics?

-Extremely interested
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-Very interested

-Somewhat interested

-Not very interested

-Not at all interested

Attention Check Across Samples

People are very busy these days and many do not have time to follow what goes on in the gov-

ernment. We are testing whether people read questions. To show that you’ve read this much,

answer both ”extremely interested” and ”very interested.”

-Extremely interested

-Very interested

-Moderately interested

-Slightly interested

-Not interested at all

Media Diet

How often in the past week have you gotten political or election information from the following

sources? (This includes any way you get the sources.)

-National network TV news like ABC, CBS, or NBC

-Daily print newspapers

-Online news websites like Yahoo news or Google news

-Local TV news

-Facebook

-Instagram

-Twitter
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-FOX News cable channel

-MSNBC

-CNN

-Talk radio programs like Sean Hannity or Rush Limbaugh

-Public radio/NPR

-Friends and family

-YouTube

[Never / Once / Several times / Every day ]

Media Confidence

In general, how much trust and confidence do you have in the news media when it comes to

reporting the news fully, accurately and fairly?

-A great deal

-A fair amount

-Not very much

-None at all

Fact-Checking Exposure

Many news organizations issue ”fact checks” in which they investigate whether an important

news item is true or false. About how often would you say you encounter fact checks? -Never

-Sometimes

-Frequently

Political Knowledge

For how many years is a United States Senator elected - that is, how many years are there in
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one full term of office for a U.S. Senator?

-Two years

-Four years

-Six years

-Eight years

-None of these

-Don’t know

How many times can an individual be elected President of the United States under current laws?

-Once

-Twice

-Four times

-Unlimited number of terms

-Don’t know

Who is currently the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom?

-Richard Branson

-Boris Johnson

-David Cameron

-Theresa May

-Margaret Thatcher

-Don’t know

Cognitive Reflection Test

A bat and a ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs $1.00 more than the ball. How much does the
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ball cost, in cents?

[text box]

If it takes 5 machines 5 minutes to make 5 widgets, how long would it take 100 machines to

make 100 widgets, in minutes?

[text box]

In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads. Every day, the patch doubles in size. If it takes 48 days

for the patch to cover the entire lake, how long would it take for the patch to cover half of the

lake, in days?

[text box]

Need for Cognition

For each of the statements below, please indicate to what extent the statement is characteristic

of you.

-I would prefer complex to simple problems.

-I like to have the responsibility of handling a situation that requires a lot of thinking.

Thinking is not my idea of fun.

-I would rather do something that requires little thought than something that is sure to challenge

my thinking abilities.

-I really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new solutions to problems.

-I would prefer a task that is intellectual, difficult, and important to one that is somewhat impor-

tant but does not require much thought.

[Extremely uncharacteristic / Somewhat uncharacteristic / Uncertain/ Somewhat characteristic

/ Extremely characteristic ]
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Ten-Item Personality Inventory

Here are a number of personality traits that may or may not apply to you. Please indicate the

extent to which you agree or disagree with that statement. You should rate the extent to which

the pair of traits applies to you, even if one characteristic applies more strongly than the other.

-Extraverted, enthusiastic

-Critical, quarrelsome

-Dependable, self-disciplined

-Anxious, easily upset

-Open to new experiences, complex

-Reserved, quiet

-Sympathetic, warm

-Disorganized, careless

-Calm, emotionally stable

-Conventional, uncreative

[Disagree strongly / Disagree moderately / Disagree a little / Neither agree nor disagree / Agree

a little / Agree moderately / Agree strongly]

9 Treatments
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Treatments: false claims and attendant fact check by panel 

 

PANEL 1  

A Black man invented the light bulb, not a white guy named Edison. 

Please read a brief description of a recent town hall event with Joe Biden on the following page. 
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Most of the wildfires on the West Coast are all being started by Antifa. 

Please read the following Facebook post describing the cause of the recent Oregon wildfires. 
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COVID-19 SARS-CoV-2 virus, actually is not from nature. It is a man-made virus created in the lab. 

Please read the following article about a recent guest's appearance on a cable news program.  
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PANEL 2  

Joe Biden was wearing a wire during the first presidential debate. 

Please read the following Facebook post with an image from the recent presidential debate between Joe 

Biden and Donald Trump.  
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Donald Trump held the bible upside down during appearance in Lafayette Square 

Please read the following news article about a recent town hall with Joe Biden 
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If the president had done his job from the beginning the people who died from COVID-19 would 

still be alive 

Please read the following news article about a recent town hall with Joe Biden 
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PANEL 3 

Donald Trump said, “The doctors said they’ve never seen a body kill the coronavirus like my 

body. They tested my DNA and it wasn’t DNA. It was USA.” 

Please read the following Facebook post with an image which purports to be from a recent broadcast.  
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Because of his failure to nominate candidates, President Barack Obama left Trump 128 vacant 

judgeships to fill. 

Please read the following transcript from the first 2020 presidential debate, between Donald Trump and 

Joe Biden.  
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Judge Amy Coney Barrett, Donald Trump’s nominee to the Supreme Court, has a history of 

making homophobic and racist statements. 

Please read the following Facebook post about Judge Amy Coney Barrett. 
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PANEL 4 

Donald Trump said he nominated Amy Coney Barrett to the Supreme Court because she“is 

much, much better looking than the women we have had.” 

Please read the following Facebook post.  
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The World Health Organization (WHO) says your child’s presence in school counts as “informed 

consent” for vaccination - parental presence not required. 

Please read the following Facebook post.  
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Hunter Biden had pictures of him torturing and raping children under age 10 in China on his 

laptop. 

Please read the following tweet.  
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PANEL 5 

Kamala Harris tried to put pro-lifers in jail who exposed Planned Parenthood selling baby parts. 

Please read the following news story. 
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Joe Biden and Barack Obama directly participated in a plot to have Seal Team 6 murdered. 

(Participants were randomly assigned to condition where shared by President Trump or not 

shared by President Trump) 

Please read the following tweet, which was shared by President Donald Trump.  
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Please read the following tweet. 
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Joe Biden has never made more than $400,000 in a year. 

Please read the following news article. 
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PANEL 6 

By law, the winner of the Presidential election must be declared on Election Night (November 3). 

Please watch the following excerpt from recent remarks that Donald Trump gave to reporters.  

 

 

Treatment is an 18 second video clip of President Trump suggesting that election winner must 

be declared on election night, key quote is also provided in the text above the clip as well. 
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The daughter of Sen. Coons (D-DE), along with 7 other under aged girls are featured on Hunter 

Biden’s laptop. 

Please read the following Facebook post.  
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In the second presidential debate, after Joe Biden raised concerns that undocumented children 

may be permanently separated from their parents, Donald Trump replied “Good.” 

Please read the following Facebook post. 
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PANEL 7 

Wisconsin has more votes than people who are registered to vote. 

Please read the following tweet. 
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Voters in Maricopa County, Arizona, were forced to vote using Sharpie pens that aren’t read by 

voting machines. 

Please watch the following video and/or read the transcript. The video was filmed at an Arizona polling 

place on Election Day, 2020. 

 

TRANSCRIPT 

 

Man: So, explain one more time. 

 

Woman: So the people who were in front of me, there were two people in front of me, who used the Sharpie that was given to 

them by the poll workers. It did not read their ballot. 

 

Man: Okay. 

 

Woman: And they slid it in there twice. I used a pen. Took their Sharpie and threw it away. 

 

Man: And it read your ballot? 

 

Woman: And it read my ballot. 

 

Man: So what they're doing is they're telling people to use the Sharpies, that way those votes aren't counted. 

 

Woman: Yes. 

 

Man: That's exactly what's happening. So there was other people that were in there voting with their pens, and they literally 

went around and they were yanking pens out of their hands. 

 

Woman: Yes. They tried to do that to me, and I took their Sharpie, and I hid it, because then they said "Look for all the Sharpies 

that are not being used, and take the Sharpies back." They had a bowl of pens behind them that they were not giving the 

people, and only giving Sharpies out.  

 

Man: There we go. 
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Man: So, the ones with the Sharpies are not being read at all. 

 

Woman: No. 

 

Man: None of those ballots are being read. 

 

Woman: Of course not. 

 

Man: And so they're doing it because they're trying to skew all of the votes in there. That's exactly what's going on. 

 

Woman: And they didn't even try to slide it more than one time, they immediately took it and slid it in the front, not even 

trying a second time, they just waved it through int he front and I was like -- 

 

Man: That's what they did with yours? 

 

Woman 2:  Yup. And I just went with a Sharpie, voted for Trump, and, uh, she just slid it in, and that was it. And I -- 

 

Man: But they're not counting. They're not counting the ones with the Sharpies. And so they're forcing people to use the 

Sharpies and those votes aren't being counted.  

 

Woman 2: Right. 

 

Man: That's what's going on.  

 

Woman: And then I posted it on my Facebook group chat on my neighborhood, they said it's at the King Creek Library, they did 

it at ASU Polytech earlier, that like four different polling places were doing Sharpies, all between Pin Creek and the Edgedale 

neighborhood. 

 

Man: Yep. And those ones are not being counted. 

 

Woman: Yup. 

 

Man: They're invalid.  

 

Woman: Yes. 

 

Man: So they're invalidating votes, is what they are doing. 

 

Woman 1 and Woman 2: Yes. 

 

Woman: And there was a guy that directly came out and yelled at me. Three times. They both came out. 

 

Man: Oh no, they called the sheriff's, and told us to stop handing out the ballpoint pens, in which case, those are the only ones 

that are actually being counted and validated.  

 

Woman: I used your pen and I gave it back to you. 

 

Man: Yes. Yes. And so, we know that, and we're going to tell on them, you need to use a ballpoint pen, not the Sharpie, and 

now those are getting invalidated. So people are coming here to vote for Donald Trump, and those votes are all getting 

invalidated. That's what's going on. There you go. That's all we need. Perfect. Welcome to the new America, people, that's 

what's going on.  
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USPS failed to deliver 27% of mail-in ballots in South Florida. 

Please read the following tweet. 
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Preanalysis Plan for: Evaluating Fact-Checks During the 2020

General Election

November 1, 2020

Overview

This document serves as a preanalysis plan for a study of the effectiveness of fact-checks during

the 2020 presidential election. As of this writing, we have analyzed the first in a series of studies

according the analysis plan described here; this is a “pre” analysis plan for the subsequent studies.

The analysis of the first panel study is used herein to demonstrate the analysis plan. We will

include this first study in all meta analyses.

For nine weeks, we will test the effects of corrections weekly, evaluating real-world corrections

shortly after they are released to the general public. To do so, we will partner with Politifact, IDDP’s

partner fact-checking organization. Politifact has agreed to share data about the popularity of their

fact-checks. Every week, we will use these data to design experiments that test highly-trafficked

Politifact fact-checks. We will evaluate fact-checks along two dimensions: Their effects on factual

accuracy (e.g., Wood and Porter, 2018; Guess and Coppock, N.d.) and on related political attitudes

(e.g., Thorson, 2016). That is, we will know the extent to which fact-checks increase (or not) the

factual accuracy of political beliefs during the 2020 election, and if fact-checks impact views toward

political candidates and public policies.

In addition, our over-time design will make it possible to measure whether fact-checks are

effective over the long term, thereby helping resolve one of the key gaps in the literature. We will

also use this opportunity to evaluate several other other unanswered questions in the fact-checking

literature, including those relating to the duration of misinformation, the effects of fact-checks

with “true” verdicts, the timing of fact-checks in the election cycle, how partisanship conditions

∗

. This project was approved by the
institutional review board
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responses to fact-checks, and the effectiveness of media literacy treatments. Our ultimate aims are

to both provide clear evidence of the effects of fact-checking during the 2020 election and to help

resolve several long-standing questions in this literature.

Research design

Our basic design is a multi-wave panel survey experiment that we will apply in multiple panels. In

wave 1 of each panel, we measure subjects’ demographic, political, and psychological characteristics;

allocate treatments; and collect outcome measures. In wave 2, we recontact subjects and ask them

the outcome questions a second time. In some panels, we will recontact subjects a third time.

In addition to this main research design, we are planning a series of “extra” experiments to be

conducted in the post-treatment waves that we will describe in somewhat less detail in the following

section.

Subjects

We will obtain subjects from two vendors: Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and Lucid. MTurk has had

the ability to recontact subjects for a long time, but the platform has faced consistent criticism

over being a pool of “professional” survey takers who are unlike the general population. Lucid may

be able to provide more diverse samples and they can quota sample subjects to US census margins.

Lucid is currently facing criticism over the quality of its samples due to large increases in subject

inattentiveness. They also have only recently made subject recontact relatively easy. For these

reasons, we are using both platforms.

Covariates

We will measure the following covariates to be used as control variables only.

• Age (in years)

• Political interest

• Race / Ethnicity

• Education

• Income

This next set of covariates has been hypothesized to moderate treatment effects, though we are

dubious of these claims. Our goal is to assess whether treatments engender heterogeneous responses

according to each of these covariates. We will assess heterogeneity with a linear interaction of each

covariate with the treatment indicator.
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• Media confidence (four point scale: None at all, Not very much, A fair amount, A great deal)

• Political knowledge (three-item multiple choice battery; measure is number of correct items.

[0-3])

• Cognitive reflection task (three-item numerical entry; measure is number of correct items.

[0-3])

• Need for cognition (shorted six item battery; measure is the sum of 1-5 “characteristic” scales

with some items reverse coded.)

• Big-5 personality traits (measured with the ten-item personality inventory)

• Partisanship, measured using the standard branching question (1-7, Strong Democrat to

Strong Republican)

Treatments

For each of three false claims, we independently randomize subjects into a pure control condition, a

misinformation-only condition, or a misinformation plus fact check condition.To the greatest extent

possible, we will rely on misinformation and corrections that are contemporaneous at the time of

the study they are included in. Our main criterion is that the fact-check must be high enough

salience that it is widely shared, as measured by the internal Politifact data. We will select at least

one fact-check that is congenial for Republicans and at least one that is congenial for Democrats.

Outcome measurement

Subjects beliefs about the false claims are assessed with a two part question.

• belief :“To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is this statement? [STATEMENT]”

[Not at all accurate, Not very accurate, Somewhat accurate, Very accurate]

• certainty:“You said [RESPONSE] How certain are you of your response about the accuracy

of this statement [STATEMENT]” [0-100]

The first question forces the subject to decide “which side” they are on – the bottom two

categories are for people who think the statement is (mostly) not accurate and the top two categories

are for people who think the statement is (mostly) accurate. The certainty follow-up question gives

subjects an opportunity to express their doubts.

We will combine these two questions into a measure that varies between 0 and 100 and measures

the probability the subject thinks the statement is accurate. This measure is equal to (100 -

certainty) for those who think the statement is not accurate and (certainty) for those who think

the statement is accurate. We will also report effects on the 4-point belief scale.
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We will also include as a secondary outcome variable feeling thermometer evaluations of the

targets of the correction.

To evaluate the longevity, or lack thereof, of the effects of corrections, we will recontact subjects

in subsequent waves. We will aim to field five two-wave studies and three three-wave studies, to

arrive at estimates of effect duration in a cost-effective manner.

Analysis

Main analysis

Our main estimand is the average treatment effects of misinformation (relative to control) and fact

checks (relative to misinformation) in wave 1. For this reason, we will estimate treatment effects

of the control condition and the fact check condition relative to the misinformation condition.

We parameterize in this way because the main contrasts we are interested in are misinformation

versus control and fact check versus misinformation. Assessing treatment effects relative to the

misinformation condition is therefore a straightforward way to do both in one regression model.

For average treatment effects, we will use two estimators, the difference-in-means and the

covariate-adjusted difference-in-means via OLS. We will use all of the covariates listed above (the

controls-only and potential moderators) in the adjusted models, since the only purpose is to reduce

the sampling variability of the treatment effect estimates.

Heterogeneous effects estimation

For heterogeneous effects, we will modify the covariate-adjusted models to include an interaction

with each specific covariate, one at a time.

We will conduct a finer-grained heterogeneous effects analysis to assess whether the “match”

between subject partisanship and the misinformation or correction conditions is associated with

larger effects. We want to know if “congenial” misinformation or “congenial” corrections are more

effective than noncongenial treatments. For each group of partisans separately, we will estimate

the average effect of congenial treatments, noncongenial treatments, and the difference between

them, pooling over fact checks. We will use the “congeniality” classification we used to guide our

selection of fact-checks. As a robustness check, we will estimate the partisan difference in the

untreated control group as a tool for determining which party the information is congenial for. In

the cases where the misinformation or fact check is not more or less congenial for one party (as

measured by a nonsignificant two-tailed t-test comparison of means), we will not include it in the

congeniality robustness check.
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Long term effects

To assess the long-term effects of fact-checks, we will employ two approaches. In both cases, we

will subset to subjects who respond in all waves so that we can ensure that the sample is stable

over time.

First, we will report the ratio of the ATE (fact-check versus control) in time 2 to the ATE in

time 1, which describes effects at time 2 as a percentage of the effect in time 1. Since the estimates

are correlated, we will use the nonparametric bootstrap to assess uncertainty. We cannot assess the

long-term effects of the fact-check versus misinformation, because all subjects in the misinformation

condition will be debriefed at the end of the wave 1 surveys because it would be unethical to expose

subjects to misinformation without correcting it.

Our second analysis will estimate the ATE (at wave 2) of the control condition versus the other

two conditions. Since the misinformation group will have been treated with the fact check, these

two conditions (misinformation and fact check) should be identical. We will confirm or disconfirm

this possibility by directly comparing the wave 2 responses of these two groups.

Remaining details for the overtime analysis: We will perform an analogous procedure for the

third wave of the three-wave studies. We will follow the same procedure as for studying whether

“congenial” fact checks are more durable, but we will not explore heterogeneity further for the

durability estimates due to sample size constraints.

Meta-analysis

We will meta-analyze all three fact-check level analyses (ATEs at time 1, ATEs at time 2, and

the interaction terms) by stacking the datasets and running the same regression specifications as

above, with indicator variables for fact check and study number and clustering standard errors by

respondent.

Example Analysis

Here is an example of our analysis procedure, using data from the first panel study.

Visualization

We plan to present results using figures like Figure 1. These figures show the data and the averages

for each group. They correspond to the difference-in-means analysis because they show the means

to be differenced.
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Figure 1: Visualization of group means
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

(Intercept) 26.69∗ 28.08∗ 25.70∗ 60.58∗ 58.98∗ 50.54∗

(1.04) (1.08) (0.95) (5.32) (5.18) (4.98)
fc 1 treatmentcontrol −4.21∗ −4.90∗

(1.50) (1.48)
fc 1 treatmentfactcheck −3.77∗ −3.98∗

(1.43) (1.40)
fc 2 treatmentcontrol −2.45 −1.94

(1.51) (1.45)
fc 2 treatmentfactcheck −5.51∗ −5.28∗

(1.47) (1.43)
fc 3 treatmentcontrol −2.55 −2.14

(1.32) (1.31)
fc 3 treatmentfactcheck −1.52 −1.46

(1.36) (1.33)

R2 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.05 0.09 0.05
Adj. R2 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.08 0.04
Num. obs. 2040 2041 2044 2040 2041 2044
RMSE 26.88 27.29 24.70 26.36 26.20 24.16
∗p < 0.05

Table 1: Average Treatment Effects, separately by fact check

Main analysis

Table 1 shows estimates for 3 misinformation and fact check treatments relative to the misinforma-

tion condition. The first three columns are unadjusted difference-in-means estimates and the last

three employ covariate adjustment.
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Figure 2: Example heterogeneity analysis of three fact checks
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Heterogeneity

Table 2 shows an example of the heterogeneity specification as applied to the first fact check. Since

these regression tables are extremely cumbersome, we will tend to present results using coefficient

plots.
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Table 2: Example heterogeneity specification

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10

(Intercept) 59.05∗∗∗ 61.02∗∗∗ 63.63∗∗∗ 60.72∗∗∗ 65.58∗∗∗ 62.57∗∗∗ 59.48∗∗∗ 50.06∗∗∗ 62.90∗∗∗ 60.85∗∗∗

(5.44) (5.97) (6.12) (5.40) (6.47) (5.84) (7.20) (6.95) (6.34) (6.81)
fc 1 treatmentcontrol −4.90 −4.23 −14.45∗∗ −5.13∗∗ −13.43∗ −7.65 0.49 18.20∗ −7.39 −10.21

(2.80) (4.20) (4.89) (1.70) (6.34) (4.15) (7.94) (8.07) (5.84) (7.54)
fc 1 treatmentfactcheck 0.87 −5.90 −1.03 −3.93∗ −9.37 −7.02 −5.43 3.20 −7.88 0.23

(2.72) (3.90) (5.02) (1.63) (6.13) (3.88) (7.41) (7.31) (5.76) (7.38)
lucid pid 7n −0.55 −0.98∗∗∗ −0.98∗∗∗ −0.99∗∗∗ −0.99∗∗∗ −0.98∗∗∗ −0.98∗∗∗ −0.99∗∗∗ −0.98∗∗∗ −0.98∗∗∗

(0.45) (0.26) (0.26) (0.27) (0.26) (0.27) (0.26) (0.26) (0.26) (0.26)
lucid age −0.07 −0.07 −0.07 −0.07 −0.07 −0.07 −0.07 −0.07 −0.07 −0.07

(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)
lucid raceBlack −1.88 −2.03 −1.82 −2.02 −2.00 −2.06 −1.99 −2.02 −1.95 −1.94

(3.16) (3.18) (3.17) (3.18) (3.18) (3.18) (3.19) (3.18) (3.18) (3.18)
lucid raceHispanic 3.11 3.07 3.14 3.03 3.18 3.01 2.96 2.79 3.12 3.15

(3.11) (3.13) (3.12) (3.14) (3.14) (3.14) (3.14) (3.13) (3.14) (3.14)
lucid raceOther −0.05 0.09 0.01 0.09 0.27 0.13 0.17 −0.21 0.15 0.11

(3.86) (3.91) (3.88) (3.92) (3.90) (3.92) (3.92) (3.91) (3.91) (3.90)
lucid raceWhite 1.12 1.23 1.25 1.20 1.29 1.20 1.19 1.11 1.23 1.23

(2.67) (2.68) (2.66) (2.69) (2.69) (2.69) (2.69) (2.68) (2.69) (2.69)
lucid hhin 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.09

(0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09)
political knowledge pre −1.72∗ −1.91 −1.70∗ −1.69∗ −1.70∗ −1.66∗ −1.67∗ −1.65∗ −1.69∗ −1.67∗

(0.76) (1.28) (0.76) (0.77) (0.77) (0.77) (0.77) (0.77) (0.77) (0.77)
political interest pre −2.76∗∗∗ −2.75∗∗∗ −3.43∗∗∗ −2.76∗∗∗ −2.80∗∗∗ −2.78∗∗∗ −2.76∗∗∗ −2.70∗∗∗ −2.77∗∗∗ −2.81∗∗∗

(0.56) (0.56) (0.99) (0.56) (0.56) (0.56) (0.56) (0.56) (0.56) (0.56)
cognitive reflection pre −0.82 −0.75 −0.74 −0.91 −0.75 −0.78 −0.76 −0.72 −0.76 −0.77

(0.96) (0.96) (0.96) (1.55) (0.96) (0.97) (0.96) (0.96) (0.96) (0.96)
need for cognition pre −0.21 −0.22 −0.21 −0.21 −0.46∗ −0.21 −0.21 −0.21 −0.21 −0.21

(0.14) (0.14) (0.14) (0.14) (0.23) (0.14) (0.14) (0.14) (0.14) (0.14)
extraversion pre −0.58∗ −0.58∗ −0.59∗ −0.58∗ −0.57∗ −0.86∗ −0.57∗ −0.56∗ −0.59∗ −0.57∗

(0.23) (0.23) (0.23) (0.23) (0.23) (0.40) (0.23) (0.23) (0.23) (0.23)
agreeableness pre −0.45 −0.45 −0.44 −0.45 −0.48 −0.46 −0.35 −0.43 −0.45 −0.43

(0.34) (0.34) (0.34) (0.34) (0.34) (0.34) (0.55) (0.34) (0.34) (0.34)
conscientiousness pre −0.12 −0.09 −0.13 −0.10 −0.11 −0.09 −0.09 0.79 −0.10 −0.10

(0.33) (0.33) (0.33) (0.33) (0.33) (0.33) (0.33) (0.52) (0.33) (0.33)
emotional stability pre −0.24 −0.23 −0.24 −0.23 −0.22 −0.24 −0.22 −0.24 −0.45 −0.22

(0.27) (0.27) (0.27) (0.27) (0.27) (0.27) (0.27) (0.27) (0.46) (0.27)
openness to experience pre 0.19 0.18 0.13 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.15

(0.35) (0.35) (0.35) (0.35) (0.35) (0.35) (0.35) (0.35) (0.35) (0.58)
fc 1 treatmentcontrol:lucid pid 7n 0.02

(0.62)
fc 1 treatmentfactcheck:lucid pid 7n −1.21∗

(0.59)
fc 1 treatmentcontrol:political knowledge pre −0.33

(1.77)
fc 1 treatmentfactcheck:political knowledge pre 0.91

(1.64)
fc 1 treatmentcontrol:political interest pre 2.71∗

(1.30)
fc 1 treatmentfactcheck:political interest pre −0.79

(1.29)
fc 1 treatmentcontrol:cognitive reflection pre 0.67

(2.24)
fc 1 treatmentfactcheck:cognitive reflection pre −0.15

(2.14)
fc 1 treatmentcontrol:need for cognition pre 0.45

(0.32)
fc 1 treatmentfactcheck:need for cognition pre 0.28

(0.31)
fc 1 treatmentcontrol:extraversion pre 0.40

(0.55)
fc 1 treatmentfactcheck:extraversion pre 0.44

(0.52)
fc 1 treatmentcontrol:agreeableness pre −0.50

(0.72)
fc 1 treatmentfactcheck:agreeableness pre 0.14

(0.67)
fc 1 treatmentcontrol:conscientiousness pre −2.03∗∗

(0.69)
fc 1 treatmentfactcheck:conscientiousness pre −0.62

(0.64)
fc 1 treatmentcontrol:emotional stability pre 0.25

(0.57)
fc 1 treatmentfactcheck:emotional stability pre 0.39

(0.57)
fc 1 treatmentcontrol:openness to experience pre 0.53

(0.75)
fc 1 treatmentfactcheck:openness to experience pre −0.43

(0.73)

R2 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05
Adj. R2 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.04
Num. obs. 2040 2040 2040 2040 2040 2040 2040 2040 2040 2040
RMSE 26.33 26.37 26.31 26.37 26.36 26.36 26.36 26.31 26.37 26.36
∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05
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Congeniality
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Model 1 Model 2

(Intercept) 55.50∗∗∗ 55.98∗∗∗

(4.82) (5.16)
treatmentcontrol −2.91∗

(1.24)
fc2 2.34∗ 1.47

(0.99) (0.95)
fc3 0.26 1.66

(0.98) (0.96)
lucid pid 7n −0.09 −0.19

(0.22) (0.23)
lucid age −0.02 0.03

(0.04) (0.04)
lucid raceBlack −3.31 −1.32

(2.94) (3.15)
lucid raceHispanic −1.84 −1.52

(2.92) (3.10)
lucid raceOther −8.27∗ −4.12

(3.37) (3.45)
lucid raceWhite −3.58 −3.80

(2.42) (2.66)
lucid hhin −0.07 −0.07

(0.08) (0.07)
political knowledge pre −1.65∗ −1.33

(0.69) (0.69)
political interest pre −3.72∗∗∗ −3.53∗∗∗

(0.51) (0.54)
cognitive reflection pre −1.42 −0.64

(0.81) (0.90)
need for cognition pre −0.24 −0.30∗

(0.12) (0.12)
extraversion pre −0.23 0.03

(0.19) (0.20)
agreeableness pre −0.30 −0.61∗

(0.33) (0.29)
conscientiousness pre 0.14 −0.28

(0.28) (0.29)
emotional stability pre −0.28 0.03

(0.25) (0.23)
openness to experience pre 0.26 0.17

(0.29) (0.29)
misinfo congenial 2.04

(1.25)
treatmentcontrol:misinfo congenial 0.07

(1.73)
treatmentfactcheck 1.86

(1.18)
factcheck congenial −2.19

(1.21)
treatmentfactcheck:factcheck congenial −4.77∗∗

(1.73)

R2 0.05 0.05
Adj. R2 0.05 0.04
Num. obs. 3507 3594
RMSE 25.56 25.46
N Clusters 1694 1721
∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05

Table 3: Statistical models
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

(Intercept) 15.48∗ 21.17∗ 20.49∗ 34.97∗ 51.22∗ 44.63∗

(1.54) (2.27) (1.93) (8.84) (12.17) (10.00)
fc 1 treatmentcontrol 4.02 3.01

(2.60) (2.61)
fc 1 treatmentfactcheck 1.92 1.29

(2.38) (2.35)
fc 2 treatmentcontrol −1.74 −1.20

(3.12) (3.06)
fc 2 treatmentfactcheck −3.02 −1.55

(3.15) (3.30)
fc 3 treatmentcontrol 2.72 2.14

(2.92) (2.88)
fc 3 treatmentfactcheck 0.45 −0.29

(2.70) (2.57)

R2 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.10 0.10
Adj. R2 0.00 −0.00 −0.00 0.03 0.05 0.05
Num. obs. 389 390 389 389 390 389
RMSE 20.79 25.04 22.88 20.44 24.34 22.24
∗p < 0.05

Table 4: Average Treatment Effects after one week, separately by fact check

Long-term effects

Using code like the following, we will bootstrap the percentage of the wave 1 effect remaining at

wave 2:

estimate_percentage <-

function(dat) {

fit_w1 <- lm_robust(formula(paste0(

"fc_1_w1_outcome ~ fc_1_treatment", covariates

)), data = dat)

fit_w2 <- lm_robust(formula(paste0(

"fc_1_w2_outcome ~ fc_1_treatment", covariates

)), data = dat)

fit_w2$coefficients["fc_1_treatmentfactcheck"] / fit_w1$coefficients["fc_1_treatmentfactcheck"]

}

est = estimate_percentage(ar_dat)
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se <-

1:500 %>%

map(~sample_n(ar_dat, size = nrow(ar_dat), replace = TRUE)) %>%

map_dbl(estimate_percentage) %>%

sd()

The result of this code applied to our first fact check is an estimate of -0.75, with a standard

error of 20.4.
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Figure 3: Example Meta-analysis of interaction terms across three fact checks
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Meta-analysis

Table 5 shows the meta-analysis for the three fact checks in panel 1.

Figure 3 shows the meta-analysis of the interaction terms across three fact checks.
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Model 1

(Intercept) 56.05∗∗∗

(3.96)
treatmentcontrol −2.91∗∗∗

(0.82)
treatmentfactcheck −3.31∗∗∗

(0.81)
fc2 1.27

(0.70)
fc3 0.18

(0.70)
lucid pid 7n 0.12

(0.19)
lucid age 0.02

(0.03)
lucid raceBlack −0.92

(2.45)
lucid raceHispanic −1.24

(2.36)
lucid raceOther −3.77

(2.77)
lucid raceWhite −3.08

(2.01)
lucid hhin −0.05

(0.06)
political knowledge pre −1.42∗

(0.56)
political interest pre −3.64∗∗∗

(0.41)
cognitive reflection pre −1.06

(0.71)
need for cognition pre −0.18

(0.10)
extraversion pre −0.15

(0.16)
agreeableness pre −0.37

(0.25)
conscientiousness pre −0.13

(0.24)
emotional stability pre −0.35

(0.20)
openness to experience pre 0.19

(0.23)

R2 0.05
Adj. R2 0.05
Num. obs. 6167
RMSE 25.69
N Clusters 2064
∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05

Table 5: Meta-analysis, pooling over fact-checks
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Additional Experiments

We will also use this opportunity to experimentally evaluate several questions that have not yet

been answered by the fact-checking literature. To do so, concurrently with the weekly studies, we

will also conduct some or all the following experiments:

• An experiment that evaluates the durability of misinformation, not just fact-checks. Testing

the durability of misinformation through our primary studies would be ethically perilous, as

some subjects would be released from the first wave of each study without being debriefed

about the misinformation they had been exposed to. To eliminate this ethical concern, we

will administer an experiment that randomly exposes participants to treatments involving

entirely fabricated politicians, misinformation and corrections. By measuring effects imme-

diately post-treatment and one week later, we will arrive at measures of the durability of

misinformation without exposing subjects to real-world misinformation.

• An experiment that measures the extent to which the effects of fact-checks depend on features

of the electoral cycle. It may be the case that subjects are differentially responsive to fact-

checks, particularly of their co-partisans, at different points in the campaign. To investigate

this possibility, we will re-test the fact-checks and misinformation used in the first weekly

study in the last weekly study.

• An experiment that evaluates how partisan signals may lead to different outcomes. It is

possible that fact-checks of misinformation that refer to the party affiliation of the fact-

checked political figure yield different responses than fact-checks that elide the affiliation. In

this experiment, we will randomly assign subjects to treatments that do or do not mention

party affiliation.

• An experiment that evaluates the effects of fact-checks that render a “true” verdict. The

majority of fact-checking studies have focused on fact-checks of false claims, but understanding

the effects of fact-checks of true claims is crucial for a comprehensive view of fact-checks.

While our main studies will test claims that are declared to be false by Politifact, here we

will test fact-checks of claims that Politifact has declared to be true.

• An experiment that tests whether impugning a news source causes subjects to be more (or

less) responsive to fact-checks of misinformation disseminated by that source. By randomly

assigning some subjects in advance of the misinformation and fact-check to see evidence that

the source has been a constant purveyor of misinformation, we will be able to tell whether

subjects can be effectively inoculated against problematic sources. If so, this would suggest

that preemptive “news literacy” campaigns can be more effective than fact-checking.
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• An experiment that measures whether partisan social pressure can affect responses to fact-

checks. While prior studies have shown that individuals qua individuals can become increas-

ingly accurate due to fact-checks even when the fact-checks target co-partisans, responses may

change when subjects are informed about how many of their co-partisans believe examples

of misinformation. We will randomly assign participants to see either standard fact-checking

treatments or one that contains claims about how many of their co-partisans believe the

misinformation.

These six additional experiments described above will each shed light on unanswered questions

in the literature. And again, by administering our primary studies over multiple waves, we will

know the durability of fact-checking’s effects, which has also not been systematically studied in the

literature. We will follow the same procedures to assess the average treatment effects of each of

these manipulations, but we do not plan to assess heterogeneity for these, except perhaps in an

exploratory analysis.
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